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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

This is the first annual progress report for the JSEP program for the three-year period 1 April 1984 through 31 March 1987 in the Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory at Stanford University. The report covers the period running from 1 April 1984 through 31 March 1985. The research activities during this period were organized into four Work Units:

Work Unit 85-1. Picosecond Optical Electronic Measurements (Professor D. M. Bloom)

Work Unit 85-2. Optical and Nonlinear Optical Studies of Single-Crystal Fibers (Professor R. L. Byer)

Work Unit 85-3. Very High-Frequency Signal Processing Techniques (Professor G. S. Kino)

Work Unit 85-4. Metal-Vacuum-Metal Tunneling or Scanned Tunneling Microscopy (Professor C. F. Quate)

This has been a particularly exciting year. Key results include the invention, by Professor Bloom, of a particularly simple and elegant electro-optic sampling technique for microwave frequency integrated circuits; continued improvement in the growth of optical fibers by Professor Byer and his students - in particular, the development of a sophisticated, in situ, diameter measurement and control system; the development of very low-loss, high-frequency (8 GHz) transducers by Professor Kino, and the use of these transducers for fiber-optic modulators and taps; and the startling tunneling microscopy imaging of near single atom structure in platinum and silicon by Professor Quate.

Section II of this report summarizes the key accomplishments of this period; Section III presents the annual progress reports for each Work Unit; Section IV lists publications citing JSEP sponsorship;
Section V lists all Ginzton Laboratory reports; and Section VI summarizes our contract and grant support.
A brief review of significant accomplishments during the past year for each of the current Work Units is given in this section. More details of each of these projects will be found in the longer Annual Progress Reports for each of the Work Units, which follow this section.

**Work Unit 85-1. Picosecond Optical Electronic Measurements**  
(Professor D. M. Bloom)

In the past year, we have constructed a new electro-optic sampling system suitable for characterizing monolithic microwave integrated circuits in a noninvasive manner. A unique aspect of this sampling system is the electronic synchronization technique employed to synchronize the mode-locked laser pulses to the microwave source which drives the circuit under test. Using this system, a 2-12 GHz distributed amplifier was characterized.

**Work Unit 85-2. Optical and Nonlinear Optical Studies of Single-Crystal Fibers**  
(Professor R. L. Byer)

In the second year of its operation, the single-crystal fiber growth apparatus has produced over 400 fibers of sapphire, ruby, and LiNbO$_3$, in addition to several new materials. The growth station has proven to be easy to use, and a more thorough understanding of the process of laser-heated miniature pedestal crystal growth has been obtained.

The installation of the real-time in situ diameter measurement system has enabled the feedback-controlled growth of fibers with a factor of 10 better diameter stability than open-loop grown fibers. The measured surface scattering loss of such fibers is as low as 0.01 dB/cm. Besides the growth of smooth, low-loss fibers, this system also has
enabled us to identify sources of diameter variations and will lead to the design of an even better feedback controller.

Improved monolithic ruby fiber lasers and the first monolithic Nd:YAG fiber lasers have been demonstrated. Contributing to the improved performance of these devices were better end-face polishing methods and the much greater diameter stability of the fibers. The effects of imperfections in the end-face polishing on fiber laser action have been theoretically modeled.

Work Unit 85-3. Very High-Frequency Signal Processing Techniques
(Professor G. S. Kino)

High-quality, low-loss 8 GHz transducers can now be made routinely in our laboratory. For the first time we have been able to pass 7 GHz acoustic waves through a Hertzian contact with very low loss. We have developed a 4 GHz fiber-optic acoustic modulator which is beginning to show encouraging results.

Work Unit 85-4. Metal-Vacuum-Metal Tunneling or Scanned Tunneling Microscopy
(Professor C. F. Quate)

During this period we have been successful in recording high resolution images of atomic structure in both [111] platinum and [100] silicon. Our images show the atomic positions in two dimensions. This is the first time the atomic positions have been imaged on [100] silicon. On that face the distance between atoms is less than it is on the [111] reconstructed face. This was made possible by our advanced design of the walker and scanning device. It is also notable that our images are recorded in seconds rather than minutes.
SECTION III
ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORTS

Unit 85-1
PICOSECOND OPTICAL ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS

D. M. Bloom
(415) 497-0464

A. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Our efforts on this contract have been aimed at significantly improving the state of the art of ultrafast electronic measurements. These efforts have used an ultra-short-pulse laser to probe integrated circuit signals noninvasively.

Efforts to advance the speed of analog and digital electronics are limited as much by the inability to make accurate high-speed measurements as by the devices themselves. Originally we proposed to construct an electro-optic sampling system of the Valdmanis-Mourou type that utilized a separate electro-optic crystal bonded to the device under test in a hybrid assembly. However, prior to the start of this contract, we invented an important new technique which allows GaAs integrated circuits to be probed internally via the electro-optic effect of GaAs itself. Over the past year we have refined this new technique and have begun to apply it to the study of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC's).

B. PROGRESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Over the past year we have constructed an electro-optic sampling system suitable for probing monolithic microwave integrated circuits.
With this system, we have begun to study the performance of a traveling wave amplifier obtained from Varian Associates. This circuit uses four GaAs MESFET's as distributed amplifier elements to provide gain from 2-12 GHz.

Electro-optic sampling of high-speed electronics is motivated by the ability of laser systems to produce ultrashort light pulses and then, through the electro-optic effect, sense electrical waveforms. The electric field of an applied signal in an electro-optic crystal induces a birefringence which causes a polarization change to incident light. When the phase modulated light passes through an analyzing polarizer, the resulting amplitude modulation is proportional to the applied electric field for signals much smaller than the switching voltage (typically many kilovolts). In these experiments, the GaAs substrate of the circuits also acts as the electro-optic crystal to modulate the light. A longitudinal sampling geometry (Fig. 1) is used to probe microstrip-line voltages on <100> cut GaAs (the most common orientation for monolithic microwave integrated circuits.

Initial demonstrations of electro-optic sampling and of direct electro-optic sampling in GaAs used a pump-probe technique, where the measured impulse response was excited with fast photo-devices, triggered from a portion of the same light beam providing the sampling pulses. However, since the electro-optic effect provides a signal proportional to the product of the intensity of the sampling light and the electric fields in the dielectric, the sampler acts in the frequency domain as a wideband mixer. The laser output, a train of short pulses in time, is a pulse train in frequency space as well, with the harmonics spaced by the fundamental mode-locking repetition rate. Microwave signals exciting the device under study then mix with the harmonics of the mode-locked
Fig. 1. Electro-optic sampling geometry for GaAs microstrip transmission line.
laser to produce sum and difference components around each harmonic. The mixer product between the microwave signal and the nearest laser harmonic will produce a signal between dc and half the fundamental mode-locking rate of the laser, where one can detect the signal with a conventional silicon photodiode.

If the microwave synthesizer and the signal generator driving the mode-locker of the laser are phase-locked, the microwave signal can be tuned to an exact harmonic $N f_0$, where $N$ is the harmonic number and $f_0$ is the mode-locker frequency, of the laser spectrum with a resulting mixer product at dc. In the time domain this corresponds to sampling the sinusoidal wave at the same point every $N^{th}$ cycle. The phase of the MW signal can then be varied with respect to the sampling pulse train to map out the waveform.

The sampling system consists of a commercially available mode-locked Nd:YAG laser producing 1.06 μm, 100 ps pulses at an 82 MHz rate. A fiber-grating pulse compressor shortens the pulses to 10 ps, increasing the sampler bandwidth. The beam is focused next to a transmission line on the traveling wave amplifier. The light is reflected off the metallized backside of the substrate, collected and recollimated with the focusing lens, and directed through an analyzing polarizer onto a photodiode. A spectrum analyzer acts as a fixed frequency receiver to display the waveform.

A key aspect of this type of measurement is the timing jitter or phase noise of the laser. The phase noise of many commercial microwave synthesizers corresponds to timing jitter of less than a picosecond. However, initial phase noise measurements indicate timing jitter on the order of 10 ps rms arising from the laser system. To combat this noise, a phase-lock-loop was implemented around the laser, reducing the timing
jitter to 2 ps rms and providing a phase reference for relative phase measurements and signal averaging.

Figure 2 shows gain as a function of frequency, measured with the sampler and with commercial electronics. The light beam was placed at the input (gate) transmission line and the amplitude of the mixer product was measured for frequencies corresponding to a mixer IF of 10 MHz. The same data was then taken with the sampler positioned at the output (drain) transmission line, and the resulting gain plotted in Fig. 2. Since the sampler bandwidth is large enough to include harmonics of signals in the device's operating range, waveforms with distortion can be detected. Figure 3 shows distortion deliberately introduced by varying the device's dc bias. By lowering the drain-source bias voltage the gain is reduced and clipping is observed on the one side of the waveform. Other measurements have observed forward gate conduction from over-driving the input and variation of the amplitude and phase of the signals at separate FET outputs along the amplifier.

In conclusion, the electro-optic sampler provides non-contact, non-invasive signal measurements for high-frequency circuits and devices. Since 1.06 µm optical pulses as short as 1 ps and laser timing jitter as small as 2 ps have been demonstrated, the potential bandwidth of the system is several hundred gigahertz. This sampling technique is adaptable to many high-frequency measurements, is not limited to the transmission line reflection geometry, and has application to both analog and digital circuits. Since vector measurements are possible, this technique forms the basis for noninvasive wideband network analysis.
Fig. 2. Traveling-wave amplifier gain versus frequency.
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Fig. 3. Synchronous sampling of an externally driven
2 to 12 GHz GaAs FET traveling-wave amplifier.
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A. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

The growth of crystalline materials in fiber optical form makes possible a wide variety of devices which will be useful in the generation and processing of light and which will couple well to the glass fibers used for transmission. Optical fibers can be made from materials which can withstand more adverse conditions than glass fibers. Nonlinear optical processes can operate more efficiently in a waveguide because confinement provides high optical intensities over long interaction lengths, a combination which is not available in bulk crystals due to diffraction. Crystalline lasers and modulators can be made, as well as passive components such as polarizers, isolators, and filters. Our objectives, then, are to learn to grow, fabricate, and characterize single-crystal fiber devices.

An apparatus to produce optical-quality single-crystal fibers using the laser-heated miniature pedestal growth technique has been built at Stanford and, in its second year of operation, has produced over 400 fibers of a variety of materials. We have concentrated on the materials sapphire (Al₂O₃), ruby (Cr:Al₂O₃) and Nd:YAG, and LiNbO₃, which are representative, respectively, of the passive, active, and nonlinear classes of possible single-crystal fiber applications.

In all the applications, it is necessary to grow smooth fibers with minimal fluctuations in diameter. Diameter ripples on the order of a few percent of the mean diameter can cause the loss of light out of the
fiber by scattering into radiation modes. Fluctuations on the order of a few tenths of a percent can cause reduction in the efficiency of non-linear interactions because, while scattering out of the fiber may be small, scattering out of desired guided modes and into other, non-phase-matched guided modes can occur. Thus, a major thrust of our effort has been in the improvement of the diameter stability of the fibers.

The growth of high-quality fibers is only the first step toward the production of useful devices. All fiber devices require properly polished end faces. Ferroelectric materials must be "poled," or made to contain a single domain or other desirable domain structure. A method for cladding the fibers must be found to reduce the core size and protect the refractive index interface. Methods must be developed to characterize properties of the fibers at the various stages of fabrication and the performance of completed devices. Our research program addresses all of these issues, and significant progress has been made on every front in the past year.

B. PROGRESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Growth Station

In the past year over 400 fibers have been grown of sapphire, ruby, Nd:YAG, and LiNbO₃. In addition, some new materials have been grown for the first time in fiber form. The growth station has proven to be straightforward to operate, and currently eleven students in three different research groups are qualified to grow fibers.

Improvements to the growth station enclosure have been made which have provided better sealing of the growth from ambient air currents and at the same time have allowed the installation of the real-time diameter measurement system.
The diameter measurement system (a paper on which will be published in the August 1st issue of Applied Optics) can measure the diameter of fibers as they are grown to a diameter accuracy of 0.01%, at a measurement rate of 1 kHz, with an axial resolution of 6 μm, and with a working distance of 160 mm. This capability has made possible the closed-loop control of the fiber diameter during growth. Sapphire fibers with a diameter stability of < 0.2% rms (around a mean diameter of 150 μm) have been grown using a simple analog proportional controller which feeds back to the fiber pull motor speed. This is a factor of 10 improvement over a typical open-loop fiber grown under otherwise identical conditions. Nd:YAG fibers of 50 μm diameter have been grown with < 0.5% rms fluctuations. Besides growing the smoothest single-crystal fibers to date, the in situ measurement of the diameter has also made possible the identification of noise sources which cause diameter variations. It appears that power fluctuations of the CO₂ laser used to melt the source material are now the major source of residual noise. A paper was presented at CLEO '85 on the controlled growth of single-crystal fibers.

The high-speed limit on the growth rate of single-crystal fibers has been explored. One essential limit in pull rate is the formation of "microvoids," which look like microscopic bubbles in the fiber. The onset of microvoid formation has been studied in sapphire and ruby at different chromium doping levels, and in different fiber sizes. The work is reported in the Ph.D. dissertation of John Nightingale.

Scanning electron microscopy has revealed the occasional presence of fine-scale surface ripples on the fibers. Although generally absent, these ripples are sometimes visible under the proper illumination conditions; they have a height of < 0.1 μm, and a period which depends on the
growth speed. Their origin is not well understood, but it is unlikely that they will present any problems in the making of devices.

2. Materials and Devices

In addition to the "traditional" materials (sapphire, ruby, Nd:YAG, and LiNbO$_3$), several new materials were grown for the first time last year. They include terbium gallium garnet (TGG), a magneto-optic material suitable for use in fiber Faraday isolators; potassium niobate (KNbO$_3$), a nonlinear material useful for near-room temperature frequency-doubling of GaAlAs diode laser light; and Nd:LiNbO$_3$, a laser material which could also frequency-double its own light in a single fiber.

Studies have been made on doping the tips of sapphire fibers with Fe, Cu, Ni, and Cr to form blackbody radiators for use in a sapphire fiber thermometer. The preliminary results show that Cr doping is the most promising for this application.

The first monolithic single-crystal fiber device to be demonstrated was a fiber ruby laser, reported last year. Improvements were made this past year in the areas of polishing and coating the end faces with dielectric mirrors. In addition, a theory modeling the effects of edge chipping, tilt, and curvature of the mirror surfaces on fiber laser cavity losses has been developed. Progress on ruby fiber lasers is reported in a paper which has been submitted to Applied Optics. This work and additional results on new monolithic Nd:YAG fiber lasers (which should have lower waveguide losses, since they were made using the new diameter-controlled fibers) were also reported in a poster presentation at CLEO '85.

The first step toward nonlinear fiber devices has been made with the second harmonic generation of 1.06 μm radiation in a Mg:LiNbO$_3$ sample.
grown on the fiber machine. This interaction was unguided, but it showed
that the composition of the material was the same as the source
material within experimental error, and reasonably homogeneous over the
length of the sample. This information is essential in order to predict
phasematching temperatures and to reassure us that the material we grow
is exactly what we think we have.

3. Fabrication and Characterization

In the course of fiber laser experiments it proved necessary to
develop an improved polishing technique for fiber ends in order to assure
the flatness of the mirror faces and their perpendicularity to the fiber
axis. This was accomplished by making fixtures of the same crystalline
material as the fiber. The fibers are held by clamping them in grooves
in the jig, in which they are cushioned by evaporated layers of gold.
The absence of organic materials such as epoxies allows the fiber ends
to be coated while the fibers remain in the same fixture in which they
were polished.

Much work has been done on proton exchange in LiNbO₃, which changes
the refractive indices, and is therefore useful for making waveguides.
The diffusion properties of protons into photorefractive damage-resistant
Mg:LiNbO₃ have been studied by making slab waveguides. (Protons raise
nₑ, allowing slab waveguides to be made for this polarization, whereas
they lower nₒ, allowing this polarization to be guided in fibers.) The
refractive index profiles can be found by observing the angles at which
various modes couple into and out of a waveguide. Using this data, a
computer model for the nonlinear diffusion process has been developed.
A poster paper was presented at CLEO '85 on this work. The first clad
c-axis LiNbO₃ fiber has been shown to exhibit very good low-order mode
propagation without coupling to high-order modes, although the guide is
still highly multimode (approximately 100 μm diameter). This result is very encouraging for LiNbO$_3$ device development. It should be noted that since only one index is clad, only one polarization is guided in this fiber, making it a device – a fiber polarizer – without further processing.

Measurements on the surface scattering losses from sapphire fibers grown with and without feedback control of the diameter have been made, and were reported at CLEO '85. These measurements were made with a specially-developed integrating sphere apparatus. We thus now have an additional characterization tool which will be useful in the development of all types of fiber devices. For a factor of 10 diameter stability improvement in 150 μm diameter fibers, we have improved the scattering losses at $\lambda = 632.8$ nm by a factor of 2 to a loss of only 0.01 dB/cm (or 0.2%/cm).

4. Continuing Research

In the coming year of this contract, we will be growing new materials which may be of interest in nonlinear devices. The materials we are interested in trying include Ba$_2$NaNb$_5$O$_{15}$ (for frequency doubling), BaTiO$_3$ (which is electro-optic and photorefractive), and more KNbO$_3$. These materials share the problem of strain-changing phase transitions while cooling, a problem which should be less serious in fiber form than in the bulk. We may also repeat the growth of Li$_2$GeO$_3$, a good stimulated Raman material, since there is some interest in generating 1.4 μm light as a pump source for the Raman amplification of solitons in glass fibers.
The problem of poling ferroelectric materials will soon need more attention, since after our first electro-optic device, which will use a c-axis LiNbO$_3$ fiber which fortuitously grows single-domain, we will need a-axis fibers for nonlinear devices.

We also expect to pursue alternative diffused-cladding approaches, such as the diffusion of tantalum or MgO into LiNbO$_3$, in addition to further proton diffusion experiments. This is because both indices must be lowered in order to guide two polarizations in a nonlinear device and, as mentioned before, while proton exchange lowers one index, it raises the other.

We expect to produce the first nonlinear devices this year. The potentials for passive devices, however, have not been exhausted. The controlled growth of fibers has enabled the intentional modulation of fiber diameters at high enough spatial frequencies (5 μm period so far) to make Bragg filters or reflectors in fibers a possibility, and we may use that capability to demonstrate new passive devices in sapphire.

Finally, since dye-laser pumped Nd:YAG oscillation has been seen, the short step to a truly practical device can soon be made by simply diode-pumping Nd:YAG lasers.

It is easy to see that the capabilities in optical-quality fiber growth, fabrication, and characterization we have developed during the past year have made possible the growth of more materials and the production of more kinds of devices than we have the manpower to investigate.
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John L. Nightingale received a Newport Research Award from the Optical Society of America for the 1984-85 academic year. This award is made to doctoral candidates who are pursuing thesis projects in lasers and electro-optics.
A. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

It is the aim of this program to examine new acoustic wave techniques for use at very high frequencies in the range of several GHz. We are interested in employing very high-frequency acoustic waves for signal processing of the type typically carried out with surface acoustic wave devices in the UHF range. Our basic objectives are to construct an acoustic convolver operating at an input frequency of 5.5 GHz, and to construct fiber-optic acoustic modulators and external tapping devices, which will open up a wide range of new possibilities for signal processing at very high frequencies.

B. PROGRESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past year we have built several new prototypes of high-frequency devices. One result of this work has been an improvement in reliability and speed of our zinc oxide transducer fabrication process. We have developed new magnetron sputtering techniques employing an argon-oxygen atmosphere which enable us to obtain high-quality zinc oxide films at relatively low substrate temperatures of the order of 100°C. We are also employing our older sputtering technique in pure oxygen. With it, we have constructed 8 GHz transducers with only a few dB conversion loss.

We are interested in nondestructive testing with very high-frequency acoustic waves. We are also interested in constructing very high-
frequency transducers which can be placed in contact with a single-mode optical fiber to modulate an optical wave passing through it. In both cases, we need to construct a high-frequency transducer on a buffer rod which can be placed in contact with the material of interest, and allow acoustic waves to pass with little loss through the contact. For this purpose, we have constructed a 7 GHz ZnO transducer on a sapphire buffer rod which has its opposite surface lapped to a radius of 20 cm. When placed in contact with a flat sapphire plate, a Hertzian contact of 100-200 μm diameter is formed. The diameter of this contact was more than sufficient to allow passage of the 40 μm diameter acoustic beam. We worked out new techniques to align this contact with the transducer, and were able to excite an acoustic wave in the sapphire plate and observe multiple reflections of a 7 GHz tone burst within the plate. The loss through the contact was only of the order of 1.2 dB.

Much of our effort has gone toward developing an acousto-optic tap for an optical fiber. A method to tap out a small fraction of the light guided by a single-mode fiber at high bandwidths would be useful for wideband signal processing. It would also make it possible to construct switchable taps and high-frequency modulators for optical fibers. These are all very important goals which, if realized, would open up entirely new techniques for signal processing.

A commonly used technique uses a Ti-diffused LiNbO₃ waveguide. The method we will now describe has important differences. For example, the system employs a single-mode optical fiber rather than a thin film waveguide, and it uses a Bragg interaction mode; hence, the tapped light will be frequency shifted.

Since we have learned how to use a Hertzian contact to excite an acoustic wave in a crystal, our fiber-optic tap takes advantage of this
ability to avoid the problems associated with building an acoustic transducer directly on a fiber. YAG crystals with zinc oxide transducers, illustrated in Fig. 1, have been successfully fabricated and tested. The spherical face of the YAG crystal is pressed against the flat of a D-shaped fiber to form a Hertzian contact. An acoustic wave travels from the input transducer through the contact and the fiber core. When the angle and frequency of the wave satisfy the Bragg condition, light is scattered upward through the YAG crystal where it can be collected and detected by a photodiode. An output transducer in the shape of a grating with a sidelobe phase matched to the reflected acoustic wave allows the reflected power to be monitored. The alignment of the YAG crystal relative to the fiber is adjusted until the reflected power drops, indicating the acoustic wave is being coupled into the fiber. This allows the pieces to be aligned acoustically before putting light into the fiber.

We now have YAG crystals with 4.1 GHz transducers and we have brought them into good acoustic contact with a single-mode optical fiber. We have clearly observed light scattered out of the fiber by the acoustic wave, and have modulated the light by means of the applied rf signal. The next step is to better characterize the effect and, if possible, enhance it.

Our work on bulk wave convolvers continues, but, as before, the construction of these convolvers is hindered by the need to sputter films on four faces of a LiNbO₃ crystal and the need to locate acoustic transducers in good alignment very close to an edge of the crystal. Transducer alignment has been improved by grinding each crystal to an extremely close angular tolerance and locating the transducer relative to the accurate crystal edges. To deposit a transducer close to an
Fig. 1. Acousto-Optic fiber tap. Part of the acoustic beam is shown reflected to the output transducer. Light in the fiber is scattered upward by the Bragg interaction.
edge, we have developed a technique using special teflon clamps to spin photoresist usable to within 100 μm of the crystal edges. We have not yet made convolvers with two working input transducers, but our fabrication process continues to be refined. We have attempted to convolve a 3.5 GHz signal with its own acoustic reflection. The expected convolution output was observed along with other anomalous signals. The lack of a second input transducer made it impossible to fully explore these anomalous signals, but we are hoping for better results from a new set of 6 GHz convolvers which is nearing completion.

C. PUBLICATIONS, INVITED PAPERS, ORAL DISCLOSURES, PATENTS, AND HONORS/AWARDS/PRIZES
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IEEE Sonics and Ultrasonics Group Achievement Award.
A. INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

The interval covered by this report has been a period where we have initiated a new program of research in the physics and technology of surfaces. It is based on vacuum tunneling. We have spent much of our time in the design, fabrication and modification of systems that would allow us to study vacuum tunneling with our version of the STM (Scanning Tunneling Microscope). We have built several versions of the instrument; each a distinct improvement over the preceding models. With the operating instruments we have studied the surfaces of metals and semiconductors.

B. PROGRESS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Related to our effort is the simultaneous effort in this field by a large number of research workers who are engaged in similar tasks. The most significant in the U.S. are those at IBM, Yorktown Heights, with R. Feenstra; at AT&T Bell Labs, Murray Hill, with J. Golovchenko; and at Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, with R. Jaklevic. In addition, a number of European laboratories are working in this field and this, of course, is dominated by the large effort in the IBM Research Lab near Zurich, where the original work was carried out. We have kept careful track of this effort through various meetings and personal contacts.

In December, a small group met in Cancun, Mexico, and spent several days reviewing our progress. In March, we convened a special symposium...
at the American Physical Society Meeting in Baltimore and again reviewed the progress. In early July, we will meet in Europe for a full week of discussions to coordinate and plan for the future. And, later in July, a small group will meet at Stanford to discuss our own special set of problems.

It is clear from all of this that various people from a number of laboratories contribute significant bits and pieces that we incorporate into our system. From Zurich we have an improvement in the isolation system which is simplified over what we are now using. From Bell Labs, we find that tips can last for three weeks or more without degradation. From IBM (Yorktown), we find that cleaving GaAs produces a clean surface which gives high quality images. From Spain, we learn that carbon is a superior substrate which is small on an atomic scale over large areas.

We also have contributed with advances on our own. We have worked on the walker which is the device used to bring the sample into close proximity to the scanning tip. We have tried several variations with electrostatic clamping through thin dielectric layers. We have built magnetic systems with electromagnets to move the device. In the end we chose the magnetic system to enable us to reliably move the walker in two dimensions over great distances with very small steps. We have incorporated a heater into our system so that we can now use the walker to move the sample far from the tip and there heat it to a temperature of 900°C. While it is cooling we move it towards the tip to prepare for scanning. The entire combination is now working quite reliably and producing good images.

We have spent time on the scanners used to move the tip in three dimensions to cover the field of the image and maintain the proper spacing between the tip and the sample.
We have located a source of electrostrictive elements and have incorporated these in the scanner as a partial replacement of the piezoelectric elements. The electrostrictive elements have several advantages: they operate with a lower voltage for a given displacement, they are more linear and they do not creep after the application of a voltage pulse. These are important to the point where we expect that the electrostrictive elements will replace all elements in the scanner as we learn to shape them into our required forms.

The tip has demanded our attention since it is the most unreliable component in the entire system. Tip formation is still a black art and the experience of the entire community suggests that they have a short lifetime after formation. For our part, we are working with Lyn Swanson at the Oregon Graduate Center on the problem of forming tungsten tips which have the proper diameter and exhibit great stability. Swanson has experience with forming tips for field emission by heating them to a high temperature and "field evaporating" the surface atoms with a large electric field.

We have further improved our system for isolating the scanning instrument from external vibrations. We have followed up on a suggestion from the Zurich group and constructed an acoustic filter. This consists of a series of metal plates separated by Viton O-rings which act as the damping element. It seems to perform very well. It is more compact and more rugged than the system which relies on long springs and eddy current damping.

With the electronics we have also made contributions. In our system, where the image consists of 256 x 256 pixels, we generate, digitize and store an image in a time as short as 5 sec. This compares to several minutes in other laboratories.
With the images themselves we have made contributions with three materials: (1) a fine grained alloy of Cu-Ti, (2) a single crystal of platinum, and (3) the [100]-surface of silicon. The Cu-Ti alloy consists of fine grains - some 50 Å in diameter. An example is included as Fig. 1. Heretofore, these could only be viewed with the TEM (Transmission Electron Microscope) and this requires the tedious procedure of thinning the sample. The STM does not require the thinning operation and the resulting images have a larger contrast than do the TEM images.

With the [111]-surface of platinum we have been able to image atomic positions. The atoms are arranged in a two-dimensional array spaced several angstroms apart. This result represents the finest resolution that has been reported to date for the STM. We are pleased with this result since images from other labs show reconstructed surfaces where the spacing between atoms is larger than the bulk values.

With the [100]-surface of silicon we have been able to record images for both the surface before and after reconstruction. For this surface there is little difference in energy between several arrangements of the surface atoms and one should expect to see these on a given surface. This appears to be the case. We do observe small patches of different atomic arrangements and we are told that these results represent a distinct contribution to the field. They are now being written up and submitted for publication. Much of the material will appear in an issue of the IBM Journal for Research and Development, a special issue devoted entirely to vacuum tunneling.
Fig. 1. Comparison between STM and TEM for copper-titanium.
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